
 

Slendytubbies Beta V2 32 Bit

The Beta Tubby has silver, white fur and a clear TV screen, which can induce illusions in people, on his stomach.
They also have deep black eyes and a cyan glow to them. The reason for this cyan glow is to pull prey into The Beta
Tubby's kill radius so that he can kill them more easily. The Beta Tubby is the newest form of Anti-Tubbies and the

most difficult to see. He has much longer arms, but his legs are not as long as the ones of The Tormentor. They have
a slight difference, his are colored red-brown, while The Tormentor's are a darker red. His teeth are smaller and he

has sharp canines that make him look similar to a wolf. His eyes are now completely hidden behind a cyan glow and
are completely pitch black. The Teletubby continues to get longer and taller while his right hand begins to move and

his fingers move towards the back of The Beta Tubby's head, attempting to bite down into his neck as they move.
Then, The Beta Tubby opens a few eye holes before his eyes completely disappear and a single eye, missing a tooth
of his upper jaw, stares back at the viewer. The eye is pitch black and has no shine to it. Tinky Winky's eyes turn red,
the pupils shoot out red while the cyan pupil turns a bright red like blood. This happens within a matter of seconds.
Tinky Winky then charges at the the beta Tubby, only slowing down to dodge a blow by the beta Tubby and knocks
the beta Tubby over. Tinky Winky, Cuddly Bear, and the realteletubby turn to the right and dodge another deadly

blow from the beta Tubby. The Beta Tubby shoots out a slender blade, and slices into the Cuddly Bear, and the Beta
Tubby grabs the Cuddly Bear in his grasp and uses the Cuddly Bear to begin tearing through the ceiling as a way to
destroy the room. The Beta Tubby suddenly stops as he is able to see that Tinky Winky isn't with him. He turns his

head and sees Tinky Winky lying right beside him. The Beta Tubby goes into shock and places Tinky Winky down. But
when he turns around, he is surrounded by black spikes and is eating a piece of meat that Tinky Winky was about to

share with him.
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Slendytubbies Beta V2 32 Bit

The Beta is for testing
purposes only and is to be
used to experiment with

the design of
slendytubbies and to help

slendytubbies design
balance with Terraria
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Features. Slendytubbies
Sagais a Slender Man side-

story set in a fictional
universe where the original
monster Slender Man is a

real thing. The game
started as a collaborative

project between Strict
Technical Gaming (STG)
and Jules de Vesinet, but
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de Vesinet parted from the
project for personal

reasons. Welcome to the
Slendytubbies Wiki.Please,
take time to note that this

wiki is still a work-in-
progress and that some

pages may have
inaccurate information and
grammar issues.Please, be
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sure to read the Rules
before doing

anything.Thank you! The
games were well-received
by the fandom. They have
been frequently hailed as a
unique alternative to the

original Slender. In 2013, a
Slendytubbies sequel was
finished in January 2013.
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Instead of being a
separate game, it was part
of the official Teletubbies
series as the fourth game.

This was released as
Slendytubbies vs

Teletubbies on September
19, 2013, but was

canceled after its release.
Another game, Teletubbies
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vs Slendytubbies 2D, was
canceled after the release

on December 23,
2013.Teletubbies In

Teletubbies we meet the
Teletubbies Glamglamp,
who were banished from
the surface world to the
giant floating cloud of

balloons that is the
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Teletubbies habitat. The
Teletubbies habitat,

although it's a cloud, is
also called the Cloud

Ground. When it is raining
or cold outside, the

Teletubbies sleep in boxes
instead of attics. When the

Teletubbies are awoken
from the sky boxes, they
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are usually called to
breakfast by the

Teletubbies master. The
Teletubbies seem to not be
able to do any non-toy like

things, like eating food,
speaking, or writing. They

live in a world of make
believe, but they don't
seem to have any self-
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conscious feelings. They
also seem to not notice the
bad things that happen to
them, like the invasion of
the surface world by the

SlendyTubbies.
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